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State-of-the-art Hospital Beds and Comfort Pillows as a New Category to
Their Inventory

Las Vegas Medical Store, a well sought-after supplier of non-surgical medical equipment in
Las Vegas, recently introduced modern hospital beds as well as support and comfort pillows
for the ease of their customers.

LAS VEGAS (PRWEB) March 09, 2018 -- Las Vegas Medical Store keeps introducing new devices and
technologically advanced machines to their inventory. Their latest addition was announced by their
spokesperson here on Monday, which comprises of state-of-the-art hospital beds and comfort or support pillows
and cushions along with other bed accessories. These products are meant to give their customers a support
system for the treatment of various disorders at home and to provide the elderly with a chance to ease their back
and neck pain.

Medical pillows, also known as support or comfort pillows, are high in demand nowadays owing to the rise in
neck pain. The condition is not only prevalent in the elderly but many young individuals also experience it
because of their lifestyle and work routine. Comfort and body pillows are available in a wide variety of shapes
and forms and are designed to pffer maximum comfort while sleeping or lying down.

Las Vegas Medical Store takes pride in introducing the finest and the best quality hospital beds in town. There
are electric hospital beds as well as manually operated beds in this category. Some of them are designed to be
heavy duty, which means they are able to withstand a lot of weight. Moreover, there are beds for long-term care
in case you have a patient at home who needs attention almost all the time.

A patient, while recovering from an injury or surgery, requires complete medical attention even if he or she is at
home. These types of beds and support pillows and cushions therefore come in handy at these occasions.
Moreover, there is at least one elderly person in every household who needs proper care and attention by close
relatives. In the presence of these support systems, it becomes very easy for the attendant and nurses to provide
care to the elderly.
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Contact Information
Arvin M
Las Vegas Medical Store
http://lasvegasmedicalstore.com
702-803-1385

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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